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Astronaut Training Room at the Johnson Space Center. Photograph by Marty Mullet.
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Dan Rothstein
Ron Baker

NASA’s Johnson Space Center
By Marty Mullet
During a recent vacation to Texas, we took a side trip to NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston. These
are some of the highlights of that visit, which I heartily recommend if you ever get the opportunity.

Mission Operations Control Room #2. In use from 1965 to 1985.

Full-size replica of the International Space Station.
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Orion space capsule

Various prototypes of MRVs and surface rovers.
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Orion space capsule.

Gemini-Titan rocket engine

Mercury-Redstone rocket with Saturn V engine for comparison.
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Saturn V, 1st stage

Saturn V, 2nd stage
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Saturn V, command module

Saturn V
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Space shuttle, cockpit

Space shuttle, cargo bay
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Heat shield tiles detail

Marty in front of engine (for scale)
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Product Review: Headlamp
By Bruce Krobusek
For a variety of reasons, I like/need to use a headlamp when I observe. Since I don’t have a permanent setup I need
light to setup my scope, and often times I need to make notes during an observing session and to see what I write.
The problem has been that some headlamps don’t have red LEDs in them, and the ones that do have the red LED
brightness so high that it still destroys your night vision.
Until now. I finally found a headlamp I like! It’s called the Dual Color Pilot’s Headlamp, and it’s available from
Sporty’s Pilot Shop. It has both white and red LEDs, two pushbuttons on its top that control the white and red LEDS
and their brightness, and it does exactly what I’ve been looking for.
The headlamp itself looks like this:

The white LED is in the center of the headlamp, has two brightness settings (and boy, the first selection is BRIGHT!),
and the light can be focused by moving the orange tab.
The red LEDs are in the arc underneath the white LED. The first setting turns on two low intensity red LEDs which I
find to be the perfect brightness for my observing session. Pressing the button a second time turns on two additional, brighter red LEDs that make it easier to navigate when moving around.
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Pressing the gray button once will turn on the white LED at maximum brightness; pressing the button a second time
reduces the brightness. Pressing the orange button once turns on the two low intensity red LEDS; pressing the
button a second time turns on the two brighter red LEDs. I’ve noticed that after a short period of time, around 5
seconds, pressing the same button again will turn off the LED.
A word of caution. Unless you want to really honk off any other people observing with you, you will want to be sure
you do NOT press the button turning on the white LED. As I already mentioned, that sucker is BRIGHT! The headlamp requires 3-AAA batteries which are included.
The headlamp is available from:
Sporty’s Pilot Shop
2001 Sportys Drive
Batavia OH 45103-9747
1-800-776-7897
www.sportys.com/pilotshop
product # 7406A, $29.95
Yes, the price is higher than what you’d normally pay for a headlamp. But I haven’t found another model that offers
this flexibility. YMMV…
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
Recent Observations at Screech Owl Hill Observatory, West Virginia
By George Gliba
CVAS longtime member and co-founder George Gliba was at Screech Owl Hill Observatory, at Mathias, West Virginia. This is his private observatory he had built last year just north of his and Lynne’s mountain view cabin. The observatory houses a 20-inch F/5 Sky Design Dobsonian and an 8-inch F/8 Lunar and Planetary Newtonian with a well
figured mirror The observatory has a sliding roof and was built by ‘Backyard Observatories’ of Lodi, Ohio.
He reports observing his last two meteors of 2016 on the evening of December 30th, when he saw two slow meteors from the Anthelion source. Both were seen within moments of each other. They were both about 4th magnitude. After being cloudy for the next few days, and completely missing out seeing the short lived Quadrantid Meteor Shower, he was able to then see his first three meteors for 2017 on January 4th from 10:45 to 11:15 PM EST. The
first and second meteors were both sporadic that were 3rd and 4th magnitude, but the third meteor seen was a
beautiful -4 magnitude Anthelion (asteroidal) fireball seen at 11:10 PM EST that was yellow-blue-green colored
that was also a bolide (terminal burst). As the mountain weather was bitterly cold, he decided to quit shortly after
seeing the fireball, and retreated into the cabin where a warm glowing fire awaited him.
Earlier that same night he observed his 1st comet for 2017, comet 45P/Honda-Mirkos-Pajdusakova at 6:30 PM EST.
It was near the star theta Cap and was fairly easy to see in his 12x63 Optolyth binoculars on a tripod. A short dust
tail was noticed. He said it was a very lovely view above the distant mountains. It was about 7th magnitude. This is
his 104th different comet observation since 1965. He was able to get one last view of the comet three evenings later on January 7th, when he noticed that the head of the comet was more stellar and brighter, due to an apparent
outburst. However, no tail was noticed, perhaps due to the bright gibbous moonlight or lower comet altitude. The
weather was also much windier and colder than three days before with a wind-chill of -5 F. It was still worth it he
said because of the apparent outburst seen. That was his last evening view of this comet which is now lost in the
evening twilight.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
Winter Open Clusters
Compiled by Marty Mullet
Name

R. A.

Dec.

Constellation

NGC 1912

05h 28.7m

+35° 51′

Auriga

NGC 1906

05h 36.2m

+34° 08′

NGC 2099

05h 52.3m

NGC 2129

Size (dia.)

Mag.

Notes

20'

6.4

M 38

Auriga

10'

6.0

M 36

+32° 33′

Auriga

14'

5.6

M 37

06h 01.1m

+23° 19′

Gemini

5'

6.7

NGC 2169

06h 08.4m

+13° 58′

Orion

5'

5.9

“34” Cluster

NGC 2168

06h 09.1m

+24° 21′

Gemini

25'

5.0

M 35

NGC 2175

06h 09.7m

+20° 29′

Orion

5'

6.8

NGC 2204

06h 15.5m

−18° 40′

Canis Major

13'

8.6

NGC 2158

06h 07.4m

+24° 06′

Gemini

5'

8.6

NGC 2232

06h 26.4m

−04° 45′

Monoceros

45'

3.9

NGC 2244

06h 31.9m

+04° 56′

Monoceros

30'

4.8

NGC 2264

06h 41.0m

+09° 53′

Monoceros

40'

3.9

NGC2287

06h 46.0m

−20° 46′

Canis Major

40'

4.5

M 41

NGC 2323

07h 02.6m

−08° 23′

Monoceros

14'

5.9

M 50

NGC 2355

07h 17.0m

+13° 47′

Gemini

5'

9.7

NGC 2360

07h 17.7m

−15° 38′

Canis Major

13'

7.2

NGC 2362

07h 18.6m

−24° 59′

Canis Major

5'

4.1

Collinder 140

07h 24.5m

−31° 51′

Canis Major

42'

3.5

NGC 2422

07h 36.6m

−14° 30′

Puppis

25'

4.4

M 47

NGC 2437

07h 41.7m

−14° 49′

Puppis

20'

6.1

M 46

NGC 2447

07h 44.6m

−23° 52′

Puppis

10'

6.2

M 93

NGC 2632

08h 40.4m

+19° 41′

Cancer

70'

3.1

M 44- Beehive

NGC 2682

08h 51.3m

+11° 48′

Cancer

25'

6.9

M 67
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g

Near-Earth Asteroid 88254 (2001 FM129) PHA
Magnitude 16V, apparent sky motion 15 arcsec/minute at position angle 86 degrees, exposure duration 10 minutes.
Composite photograph from multiple CCD images recorded by Ron Baker at the Indian Hill Observatory.

P r e s i d e n t ’s C o r n e r
By Marty Mullet
Friends,
Winter is upon us and our observing opportunities are again few and far between. I recently took advantage of an
opportunity to escape the cold and the cloudiness and get a few weeks of respite in central Texas. I was pleasantly
surprised to find very dark skies and some unfamiliar constellations. The winter Milky Way was easily visible from
Cassiopeia to Monoceros, where it disappeared into the sky glow of San Antonio. I saw Canopus for the first time,
along with most of Carina. Of course, the warm, sunny days didn’t hurt either!
I’ve found that an occasional visit to dark skies, near or far, keeps me passionate about astronomy. It also reminds
me that we need to stay vigilant in our battle against light pollution. The night skies at Indian Hill will continue to
deteriorate unless we encourage intelligent lighting choices. We can each do our part, independently or through
CVAS, to educate local officials and homeowners on the merits of smart lighting. As always, your comments are welcome at Skywatcher.reply@gmail.com
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z
By Dan Rothstein
This month’s questions:
1. The Australian Aborigines identified the emu with what region in the southern sky?
2. Find John Hill’s Dentalium, a shellfish.
3. Where is the modern group called the fishhook?
4. Locate Gladii Electorales Saxonici.
Answers to last issue’s questions, three of which involve different fishes:
1. The national flag of Brazil has 27 white, five-pointed stars, each representing one of its 26 states, plus an extra one to
represent the federal district. The flag is a blue celestial globe spanned by a curved white equatorial band with the
national motto Ordem E Progresso (Order and Progress) inscribed within a yellow rhombus on a green field. Within
the rhombus the previously used flags first had the royal standard of the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil, and the
Algarves, and then the standard of Brazil’s first Emperor, as Brazil transitioned from a colony of Portugal to an independent constitutional monarchy, and the finally in 1889 to a republic The positions of the stars are intended to represent the stars in the sky at Rio de Janeiro at 8:30 in the morning on November 15, 1889, the moment at which the
southern cross was on the meridian of Rio and the upright of the cross was vertical. However the view is reversed,
that as observed from the outside like on a celestial globe, a mirror image rather than the true view from the surface
of the earth. The flag has been modified three times to reflect newly created states. The precise positions and sizes
of the 27 stars are defined by law, making the flag one of the most complicated flags to construct. The stars are of 5
different sizes for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th magnitude stars. The star Spica is the only one above the band, symbolizing the only state partly in the northern hemisphere (Para). The small star Sigma Octants (the star closest to the
south pole), is the star that represents the federal district, but all the others revolve around it. The others represent
specific stars in Canis Major and Minor, Scorpius, Hydra, Crux, Triangulum Australis, and Carina.
2. Another of John Hill’s creations of 1754 was Hirudo, the common leech, that is still used in bleeding. The leech is part
of the subclass of segmented worms known as Hiridinea. They are common in shallow salt and fresh waters. Hiruden
is the modern name for the anticoagulating enzyme which allows the leech to feed virtually undetected, and is one
of the replacements for the blood-thinner heparin. Like most of the non-ancient constellations in the northern hemisphere of the sky, it was placed in an empty spot, this one between the club and the shield of Orion and the horns of
Taurus, just north of Orion’s head, but all the stars are now in Taurus. It is composed of 20 stars, 8 being conspicuous. The tail starts just over the back of Orion’s head with 134 Tauri. The thick part of the body runs parallel to the
club in Orion’s right hand (ν to χ1 Orionis), the bright stars including 133, 126, 130, 122, and 119. The head starts
near the tip of Taurus’ southern horn ζ at 119, and bends back toward the tail to include 115 and 111. There are
more inconspicuous stars included which are just barely visible to the naked eye.
3. The asterism the coffin doesn’t refer to Job’s Coffin, which is an old reference to our modern constellation of Delphinis, but to an obscure asterism which I have only seen in two places, only one of which I can still find. I think this
asterism is quite modern. The coffin is the central part of our constellation of Ophiuchus. It is a long pentagonal
shape with two parallel sides, and a sharp point at its top. It consists of 5 stars: α (Rasalhague) at the pointed top;
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z ( C o n t. )
Beta (Cebalrai) and ε (Sabik) forming the long left side; and ζ and κ (neither of which have a name, which is unusual
for such bright stars, magnitudes 2.6 and 3.2 respectively) forming the long right side. Alpha, Beta, and Kappa form
the triangle at the top. Epsilon and Zeta are the foot of the coffin, the line of which continues west to Yed Prior and
Yed Posterior, forming the lower line of our modern drawings of Ophiuchus. This Coffin doesn’t seem to have any
mythological or Arabic interpretation that I can find in the usual sources (possibly why zeta and kappa have no
names), although combinations of parts of Ophiuchus, Scorpio, and Serpens appear in other Arab and Chinese asterisms. Zeta is one of the most famous runaway stars, fleeing from the Scorpius-Centaurus Association at 24 km/sec,
probably after being ejected from a binary by a supernova.
4. Marmor Scuptile, the Bust of Christopher Columbus, was one of the two constellations created by the early 19th century Boston Cartographer and educator William Croswell. They appeared in his Mercator Map of the Starry Heavens,
Comprehending the whole Equinoctial and Terminated by the Polar Circles, published in 1810. Croswell was generously described as an “eccentric scholar” who tried to make a name for himself. The map included all the ancient
constellations and two he invented “where the deficiency would have been remarkable”- in other words where the
ancients had left a void and where he probably saw a chance to replace some more modern groupings. The other
was Sciurus Volans, the flying squirrel which he placed in Camelopardalis, which has been mentioned in an earlier
issue. The bust replaced the modern far southerly constellation of Reticulum, a diamond shaped figure which lies
between Dorado, Horologium and Hydrus, which can’t be seen from our northern latitudes. The figure in this area
started out as the group called the Rhombus on the 1621 celestial globe of Isaac Habrecht. The modern Reticulum
retains that shape, but not the name. The Rhombus was replaced in 1756 by Nicholas Lacaille in favor of his Reticule
Rhomboide, the reticle of his telescope eyepiece. This name was latinized to Reticulum Rhomboidalis. The common
name is the Net which describes the small net of crosshairs at the focal point of an eyepiece still used today to measure the size of celestial objects. This region has only two stars brighter than 5th magnitude. I can find no drawing of
how Croswell’s Bust of Christopher Columbus fits into the modern location.
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Notes and News
New Research
NASA's Planetary Fact Sheets which are located online at http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/planetfact.html
now list the V-band magnitudes and albedos (reflectances) for all eight planets taken from an article recently published in the journal Icarus. CVAS members Tony Mallama, Bruce Krobusek and Ron Baker contributed to the research along with several other observers and data analysts. A brief summary of the Icarus paper was included in
the last issue of The Valley Skywatcher.

General Information
The CVAS website has information about upcoming astronomy events and activities in our area. There is a host
of astronomy-related information, and links to interesting and useful sites. Send comments and suggestions to the
webmaster, Russ Swaney
The Valley Skywatcher has a long tradition as the official publication of the Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society.
All material in this issue has been written and provided by individuals within our membership community. The CVAS
welcomes original articles and material from all members and friends, and this journal provides a unique opportunity to share interests. Published quarterly, the next issue will be available in April. If you would like to contribute
material to the publication please contact the editor, Ron Baker
Recent issues of The Valley Skywatcher are available on our website here.

Reflec tions
Earth & Stardust

The Stuff of the Stars

We are of the Earth
The ashes of long dead stars
Looking at stars we contemplate ourselves
Seeing the Sun as a wonderful star
Flooding the Earth with Cosmic Light
Keeping the fires of life still burning
Guiding us on our journey
Among countless stars

If you are what you eat,
And if you eat meat;
And if the meat that you eat
Eats the grass by your feet;
And if the grass for its fare
Eats the light from out there
Where it’s made by the sun in the sky,

By George Gliba

Then the grass must be sun,
Since it is what it eats;
And the meat must be grass
(Or the sun since, alas,
The grass is also the sun);
And the meat that we are,
Since we ate it, you see,
Makes us the stuff of the stars!
By George Trimble
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